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“Having a deeper understanding of what 
our dogs experience as cognitive and social 
beings enables us to better help them to 

cope and then to thrive.”



Passion Start with Gratitude

✴Your Life

✴Your Dog

✴Your Experiences



PassionWhat Do You Long For?

✴Lifestyle
✴Body & Wellness
✴Relationships: F&F
✴Relationships: Dogs

I want to 
Experience these 

Qualities and 
Feelings



PassionWhat Do You Long For?

Create A Statement of Intention.

“I Intend to Create these Feelings and 
Embody these Qualities...”



Passion Describe Your Dog

✴What 3 Qualities 

Best Describe Your 

Dog?



Passion Your Dog Describes 
You!

✴What 3 Qualities 

would your dog use to 

describe You?



Passion Qualities!

✴What is your take-

away from that 

exercise?



“Winning and Being A Winner
are two different things.”



Mental Focus on Process
✴Process: if you can define a thing you 
can duplicate it.
✴If you can duplicate it, you can achieve 
mental consistency.
✴If you have mental consistency, you can 
be a winner.



Mental Mental Balance 

Conscious 
Mind

Sub-
conscious

Mind

Self
Image

Thoughts and 
Mental Pictures

Source of Skills and 
Power to Perform

What Makes You, You
Your Habits/Attitudes



Mental Mental Process 

Conscious 
Mind

Sub-
conscious

Mind

Self
Image

Conscious Mind chooses the thought sequence and imprints on the 
Self Image, while triggering Subconscious Mind to perform.

Self-Image controls the amount of Subconscious Skill you will use.



Conscious 
Mind

Sub-
conscious

Mind

Self
Image

The Principle of Balance:
Conscious, Subconscious, Self-Image are all balanced and working 

well together.  This is the “Flow State”.



Conscious 
Mind SCM

S-I

Learning:
Conscious learning, Self-Image is “I am a beginner”.



Conscious 
Mind

SCM

S-I

No Consistent Success - Imbalance #1
Good focus, Good acquired skills, Insufficient Self-Image.



CM
SCM

S-I

No Consistent Success - Imbalance #2
Poor focus, Good acquired skills, Good Self-Image.



Conscious 
Mind

SCM

S-I

No Consistent Success - Imbalance #3
Good focus, Good acquired skills, Inflated Self-Image.



Mental Focus on Process

✴How are my process 
circles out of balance?



Mental Focus on Process

✴Am I distracted by the environment?
✴Do I (or my dog) need more training 
or skills?
✴Do I need to change something about 
me to believe I am a winner?



Mental Focus on Process
✴Your conscious mind can only focus on 
one thing at a time.
✴What you picture and cause your dog 
to picture is crucial.
✴The subconscious mind is the source of 
your mental power.



Mental Focus on Process

✴Your Self-Image moves you to do 
whatever the Conscious Mind is 
picturing.
✴Self-Image and Performance are always 
equal.



Focus on Process

“We all have a comfort zone, the upper and 
lower limits, defined by our Self-Image. 
Our Self-Image powers us or throttles us 

back so we stay in our zone.”



“You either Win or Learn.
There is no losing.”

Focus on Process



“The Self-Image of a Winner is 
someone who believes she and her dog 
are capable, competent, confident and 

willing to be a winner.”



Self
Image Reinforce Success

✴Focus on what you want to do, (not 
what happened)
✴Ask: what do I need to do in order 
to overcome this obstacle in front of 
me?



Self
Image Reinforce Success
✴Catch yourself (and your dog) doing 
something right. 
✴Focus on what you can control...the 
process...not the outcome.
✴When the moment counts, Process 
is primary...trust your process.



Self
Image Build Self Image

“Training builds skills and changes your 
subconscious mind, and does little to 

change your Self-Image ... but imprinting 
a good performance always does.”



Break-thru Harmonizing and 
Expanding Self Image

“It’s like me to see that my dog is 
responding to my frustration.” 

“It’s like me to choose patience while 
we work thru a difficulty.”



Recap Reactive, Distracted, 
Fearful Dogs

Common Needs:
•The 5 C’s: Communication, Clarity, Competence, 
Connection, Collaboration.
•Positive Leadership.
•Support and Guidance.
•Balanced Self-Image.
•Holistic Tools for Balance.



Conscious 
Mind

Sub-
conscious

Mind

Self
Image

Believe:
✴Your dog is perfectly equipped to 
thrive. 

✴You are perfectly equipped to 
support your dog’s journey as you 
well-travel your own.

✴You will build Self-Image through 
supportive process goals and 
interactions.

✴You and your dog are one of two 
things:  Winners or Learners.



Believe The Holistic 
Perspective

Mental Process:
•Labels
•Understanding and Acceptance
•Vision of Balance
•Expand Self-Image
•Process Goals to Support 



Action Your Next Baby Steps

1.  Continue to expand all of the Foundation Formula skills.

2.  Practice the Walking Dance footwork in house/yard. First 
with No Distractions, gradually increasing.

3.  Dance on the Road: Simple, Easy, Short.
First with no distractions...then add simple.

4. Complete the Passion Plan course and create process 
doals!



Balance! Walking Leadership 
Dance

Q & A


